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Introduction 

 

This evaluation follows on from recommendations proposed by ecologists Woodrow 

Sustainable Solutions Ltd. surveying on behalf of Waterways Ireland (WWI) along the 

proposed recreational trail between Ballyconnell and Ballyheady Bridge. This is a section of 

the Shannon-Erne waterway and will be a shared track (pedestrians and cyclist).  

 

  
Ballyconnell to Ballyheady Bridge section of the recreational trail 

 

The initial survey examined the route and adjoining lands for the presence of protected species 

including bats, badgers and otters. The findings of the surveys indicated the presence of badgers 

and otters within or close to the land take of the trail. 

 

The recommendations are reproduced here and the brief for the survey undertaken is also 

reiterated. 

 

Finding 1: A large badger sett on a field boundary near Ballyheady Bridge. This sett had five 

entrances so is considered likely to be a main sett.  

 

Finding 2: A number of likely otter holts (as well as mammal tracks in the riverbank) at several 

locations in the bank of the Woodford River within the proposal area. 

 

Recommendations: In order to determine whether the badger sett and potential otter holts 

observed are in active use, it is recommended that further surveys are undertaken by installing 

a weatherproof motion-triggered camera at each location, for periods of several days to a week, 

repeated as per standard methodology. This could be carried out at any time of year as both 

otter and badger are active all year round. 



Should the identified badger sett and otter holts be found to be active, it will be necessary to 

delineate an exclusion zone (up to 150m for otter, 30m for badger) around the feature for the 

duration of construction and it may also be necessary to mitigate for this in the design of the 

project (for example, the publication Forestry and Otter Guidelines (Forest Service, 2009)  

recommends that any new paths or recreational infrastructure be located at least 50m/100m 

from likely holt sites). It should be noted that even if the badger sett is found to be inactive, it 

may still be necessary to block it off so as to prevent it becoming recolonised at a later date.   

The site of the badger sett and potential otter holts identified in the initial mammal assessment.  

The badger sett at H 25190 15813 (cluster of stars) with five entrances was considered likely to be a 

main sett.  

Waterways Ireland Brief       

Day 1: Access by foot and deploy the three weatherproof motion-triggered cameras to the 

badger sett and otter holts (open habitat near Ballyheady Bridge) 

Day 2:  Collect the cameras and redeploy two cameras as necessary near Ballyheady. Use 

boat to deploy one camera to the potential otter holt closer to Ballyconnell  

Day 3: Take the boat to collect the camera near Ballyconnell and collect the remaining two 

cameras at Ballyheady.    



  

Views of likely otter holt in bank of Woodford River, at H 26665 17399 

 

 

  

Potential otter  slipway  in bank of Woodford River at H 27050 17753    

    

Possible otter holes in bank of Woodford River at  H 25068 15857   

Potential otter holes in bank of Woodford River at  H 25176 15848      



Methodology: 

In accordance with the above instructions, the various locations at which badger and otter 

dwellings were reported were accessed by boat and examined on the following dates: 

17th, 24th and 8th December 2017 and finally on 18th January 2018. The locations examined 

for otter and badger evidence are given in Table 1. Details of each date of assessment are 

given below: 

17th November 

The positions for each location were entered into a Garmin Montana 610 handheld GPS and 

the identification of each site was confirmed by using photographs from the original report. 

Each potential otter holt was examined fully by approaching the site and tying up the boat or 

stabilising the boat level with the area under investigation. Each hole or hollow was 

examined visually with the aid of a high-powered beam and a wooden stake to probe the 

tunnels. The characteristics of each feature was confirmed by the accompanying Waterways 

Ireland staff for corroboration.  

A camera was installed at the Ballyheady Bridge otter holt at the end of the section under 

investigation. A camera was installed at the Ballyheady Bridge badger sett and all entrances 

were examined for evidence of badger activity. The area surrounding the sett was examined 

for evidence of feeding and a latrine. Sticks were placed within the more exposed entrances 

to determine if any activity occurred during the three-week period of examination. 

24th November 

The camera at the Ballyheady Bridge otter holt terminus was examined for any footage of 

otter movement and re-positioned at a different location to ensure that inclement weather that 

was leading to water-level rises did not destroy the camera. The badger sett camera was 

examined for badger evidence and all sett entrances were re-checked. 

A camera was installed at the location of one proposed holt at H 26665 17399 on this date 

and remained in place for 2 weeks. This site was previously examined on 17th November for 

otter evidence. 

The locations indicated to have otter holt potential and otter signs within the original mammal 

report were examined. A number of similar features were also examined in proximity to the 

below features to ensure that each site had been correctly and adequately covered. 

8th December  

This survey involved the re-examination of all locations for evidence of otters or badgers and 

retrieval of the cameras.  

Table 1: Locations examined based on the initial mammal survey of October 2017 

Location Feature 

H25176 15848 Holt a 

H25063 15885 (H25068 15857) Holt b 

H26665 17399 Holt c 

H27050 17753 Slide 

H 25190 15813 Badger sett (in close proximity to Holt a) 



18th January 2018 

This survey involved a re-assessment of all areas examined on 8th December. 

 

Constraints 

 The water levels between November 2017 and January 2018 were high with clear evidence 

that sites such as the Ballyheady suspected holt (labelled b in the above table) submerged 

during the final visit in 2018. 

Findings of assessment of areas under consideration 

Badgers 

The sett at H 25190 15813 was unoccupied during the entirety of this evaluation. There was 

no signs of badger excavation, latrines or paw prints around any sett entrance either on the 

initial date of examination (17th November) or in the subsequent three weeks. 

There were no badgers recorded on the camera erected above the sett entrance with greatest 

likelihood of activity and no sticks erected within each entrance was displaced between 17th 

November and 18th January. There was no latrine or even a single dung pit around the sett. 

Digging was present close to the river within the field leading to the sett, but this was present 

on the first date (17th November) and was not added to over the following eight-week period. 

In conclusion, this sett is not a main sett and badgers were not present at any stage during the 

November, December and January evaluation.  

Otters 

There were no active or inactive holts noted at the locations examined. Each of the burrows 

examined proved to be areas of bank erosion that did not continue into a network of tunnels 

or chambers. This was agreed by the staff upon the boat to ensure that tunnels were not 

incorrectly overlooked. 

The area at which a slide was reported had been subjected to a high level of disturbance from 

bankside scrub clearance and tree management and there was no evidence of otter activity 

here despite an examination of this area on 17th and 24th November and 18th January 2018.  

Otter activity was not recorded on the camera positioned at the Holt c location (H26665 

17399). This camera primarily recorded bird activity. 

The camera at Holt b (H25063 15885 based on Garmin Montana 610 on 17th November 2017 

(H25068 15857 in the initial survey) recorded otter activity on a small number of occasions 

(4 dates in November). This was generally of an otter emerging or entering the river past the 

camera. It would be expected that there would be a greater level of otter activity close to a 

holt and that recordings would have been more frequent if a holt was active. 



Clearly, the area at which this camera was located at the farthest point of the evaluation is a 

significant emergence point for otters, but this would not appear to be for entry to a holt at 

this location. 

Otter recordings along the proposed Shannon Erne path November/ December 2017 

Date Location Time 

18th November Ballyheady Bridge holes 03.08 hours 

19th November Ballyheady Bridge holes 

 

14.46 hours 

 

26th November Ballyheady Bridge holes 21.40 hours 

27th November Ballyheady Bridge holes 01.01 hours 

 
Locations of otter holts along the Shannon Erne Path as identified by Woodrow Ecological 

Solutions (October 2017) indicated by stars. None of the sites were determined in this assessment to be 

otter holts. Otter activity was noted at the furthest series of holes, but the entrances were considered too 

small for otter use and the site is a regular point of emergence but not a holt. 

 

  



Summary of findings 

1. No otter holts were confirmed in this assessment. 

Otter activity was noted on land at one location on a number of occasions. This was 

below a willow tree at OS Grid Reference H26665 17399. This was not suitable as a 

holt based on the small size of the entrances at this location.  

The information on otters available from the latter evaluation differs from the findings 

of the initial survey.  The second of these evaluations for this proposed route suggests 

that there will be no active otter holts destroyed or disturbed by the proposed 

pathway. However, this survey did not confirm the presence of otter holts at any of 

the locations considered.  

There are two possibilities to explain the anomalies. One possibility is that the exact 

positions of the holts were missed in the second assessment. Every effort was made to 

ensure that the positions were correct, and a section of the bank was checked in the 

vicinity of each proposed site. Furthermore, the photographs from the report were 

available during the second examination. The final visit in January 2018 confirmed 

that each location had been correct and that there was no evidence of otter occupancy 

at any of these sites. The high water level at some sites may have obscured tunnels but 

the absence of otter signs is certain. Seasonal use of holts is common for an otter 

social group (either individual males or family groups). The site that was categorically 

used by otters as a slipway was clearly the correct location, but the entrance holes 

were much too small for otters. The raised water level may have immersed the holes 

considered to be otter tunnels in the later surveys. However, there was no bankside 

evidence of otters at any of these locations.  

The other possibility is that areas of bank erosion appear to be tunnels or burrows 

without a thorough examination and may be mistaken for holts. Clearly, this could be 

seen for a number of locations examined close to the badger sett hedgerow at the 

Ballyheady Bridge end of the route. 

Otter activity was not high at the one location at which it was recorded and was not 

noted on the camera at the badger sett and consequently close to the indicated holt 

location at H25176 15848 nor on the camera at the alternative holt location at H26665 

17399.  

2. The badger sett is not a main sett and was inactive between October and December 

2017 and even in January 2018. The sett is approximately 30 metres from the path and 

is not affected by construction and is not immediately obvious to passers-by. 

  



Recommendations 

1. It is recommended that the otter holt locations a (H25176 15848) and c (H 26665 

17399) are borne in mind prior to construction and that any evidence of otter usage of 

the sites is fully investigated by a mammal specialist. 

 

2. If the above locations (or any other location) are shown to have otter holts, the path 

passing these holts must provide a buffer to avoid disturbance or damage to the holts. 

This should be in the region of 50 metres. Operations around the holts must avoid 

otters until the holts are inactive. This should be agreed with the National Parks and 

Wildlife Service staff and may require a derogation if disturbance is probable. 

Conditions of work may include avoidance of the holt up to a distance of no less than 

50 to 100 metres. 150 metres would be necessary if otters were breeding. 

 

3. Regardless of the presence / absence of the above holts, it is proposed that an artificial 

holt is constructed within the riverbank. This may be done by availing of pre-

constructed holts purchased from UK companies or creating a holt from a variety of 

available designs.  

The location of the holt should be on the opposite bank to the pathway and should 

seek to provide visual cover from easy view from the path. The location for an 

artificial holt is proposed for the riverbank slightly upriver and opposite the 

Ballyheady sett riverbank (see final plate for the riverbank profile in winter).  

 

  



 
Holt a –  OS Grid Reference H25176 15848. 

No tunnels were identified from this examination and the bank showed signs of erosion which creates 

the appearance of tunnels but end relatively quickly with no possibility of occupancy for otters. 



 
Holt c at OS Grid Reference H26665 17399  

While there is evidence that an otter emerges from the water in this area, no footage of otters was 

provided from a camera installed here for two weeks. The only mammal evidence was of fox 

movement. 

 

 



 

 
Badger sett at OS Grid Reference H 25190 15813.  

This sett was unoccupied throughout this assessment. This is not to suggest that this is an abandoned 

sett and it is almost certain that this sett is utilised. It is clearly not serving as a main sett based on the 

observations in 2017 and early 2018. 

 



 
Holt b at OS Grid Reference H26665 17399 

This is an area at which an otter was recorded on a number of dates in November. The existing holes 

are not considered large enough to have been excavated by otters. Otter entry and exit from the water 

was noted here as was rat emergence. The holes would appear to be rat-sized.  

 
Otter (right hand corner) at 03.07 hours on 18th November 2017 

Another recording possibly occurred at 01.01 hours on the following morning (18th November 2017) 
(no footage just sniffing) 
 



Otter tail on the right-hand side of the images on 26th November 2017 
  



 
Proposed site of artificial sett in bank opposite the badger sett towards Ballyheady Bridge 

(opposite Holt a at OS Grid Reference H 25170 15870) 


